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ABSTRACT

Future multimedia and image analysis research requires examining even a greater number of visual categories and adapt
to higher intra-class variation present within a category[7].
Complexity of the models will increase over time to cope
with this. Hence, creating high-quality image dataset and
continuously updating existing datasets with new diverse
examples is becoming more important over time. Complete
human labeling based solution is unlikely to keep pace with
this growing need.
To address the issues stated above and inspired by streams
of images available on the web, there has been lot of recent
interest in learning directly from noisy web data [20, 28, 18,
4, 14, 15, 5] or automatically curating web images for creating a dataset [33, 23, 31, 6, 1]. These methods reduce labeling cost and show promising results in recognition tasks
by having a noise-aware model. However, these methods
usually assume that most of the returned images from the
web will be relevant to the query. It may work well for simple categories, (e.g. bike, car) but it is unlikely to be true
for the complex categories, (e.g. birthday party, concert),
especially when looking beyond the top few matches. Furthermore, most of these approaches consider images from a
single search engine (e.g. Google [20, 14], Flickr [4]), or generate synthetic data from a clean set [28]. This may bring
up issues of bias, low accuracy and lack of diversity.
A few semi-supervised approaches have been developed
that minimize human effort for dataset creation using an active learning framework [35, 9, 7]. However, there is no guarantee that the images collected represent a diverse enough
set to train a robust classifier. Similar to automatic approaches, most of the semi-automatic approaches primarily aim at collecting as many relevant images as possible.
Hence, in spite of causing serious wastage of space, the
dataset loses quality and training with these images may
not provide expected performance gain. Moreover, these approaches [7, 35] may select many samples for human labeling
that have significant information overlap [12].
Motivated by the above, the main goal of this work is
to develop a method for construction of high-quality image
datasets with limited budget (e.g. labeling, storage etc).
The images in each category of the dataset should be relevant and diverse. The second goal, is to provide an online
framework, that is capable of collecting more discriminative
images continuously as new data becomes available, which
is suitable for enriching existing image datasets. In order to
achieve these goals, we propose a novel sparse coding framework with human in the loop. Our method builds upon several machine learning tools, e.g., active learning [25, 17, 2],
sparse coding [11, 32, 36] and deep learning [22, 21].

Image datasets play a pivotal role in advancing multimedia and image analysis research. However, most of these
datasets are created by extensive human effort and extremely
expensive to scale up. There is high chance that we may have
no instances for some required concepts in these data-sets
or the available instances do not cover the diversity of realworld scenarios. In this regard, several approaches for learning from web images and refining them have been proposed,
but these approaches either include significant redundant instances in the dataset or fail to guarantee a diverse enough
set to train a robust classifier. In this work, we propose a
semi-supervised sparse coding framework to collect a diverse
set of images with minimal human effort, which can be used
to both create a dataset from scratch or enrich an existing
dataset with diverse examples. To evaluate our method, we
constructed an image dataset with our framework, which
is named as DivNet. Experiments on this dataset demonstrate that our method not only reduces manual effort, but
also the created dataset has excellent accuracy, diversity and
cross-dataset generalization ability.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of several visual recognition tasks depends
upon the ability to identify suitable training examples to
learn initial models. The majority of the success in this
regard has been achieved by models trained on large-scale
hand-labeled image datasets (e.g., SUN [34], ImageNet[24]).
Although, these datasets cover large numbers of categories,
expanding them to new categories or providing new examples to an existing category, is extremely costly and laborintensive [20]. Moreover, there exist various types of bias in
the popular image datasets and hence, they do not demonstrate satisfactory cross-dataset generalization (training on
a dataset, testing on a different dataset) capability [19, 30].
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Figure 1: Brief illustration of our proposed framework for collecting images. Please see the text in Section 2 for details.
number of images for the category is selected. Batch-size is
chosen experimentally and depends on available resources.
We apply deep CNN to extract features, as they are now
the state-of-the-art image features [22, 21]. The best performance among CNN models has been achieved by very deep
networks with large number of layers [26, 29], but the processing time per image in such networks can be very high.
Hence, to keep dataset construction scalable, we use the architecture proposed in [21], which requires significantly less
processing time. It is worth mentioning that our method
does not depend on this particular choice of CNN, except
for the scalablity issue mentioned above. We remove the
last classification layer of the CNN [21] and treat rest of
the network as a fixed feature extractor. For an image f
at the input layer, we extract feature vector xf (xf ∈ Rd ,
d = 4096) from fc7 layer of the CNN.

Contributions. The main contributions of this work are
following. First, our proposed diversity aware sparse representative selection based active learning approach considers
both images in current unlabeled batch and images in existing dataset to select the best subset for further processing. Hence, our approach efficiently minimizes the chance
of including redundant instances in dataset and utilizes human effort in labeling most informative and discriminative
instances. Second, the proposed framework is a generalized one which makes high-precision image dataset creation
feasible with no initial cost (e.g. providing positive and/or
negative seeds for categories) and limited labeling budget.
Moreover, our approach can efficiently update an already
created dataset, when new data becomes available. Third,
experiments demonstrate that the dataset created by our
method shows excellent cross-dataset performance, diversity and scalability. Additionally, it is worth mentioning
that, even with no human labeling, our method shows highprecision in collecting images automatically.

2.

2.2

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Overview. In our framework, collecting images of one
category is independent of other categories. Hence, images
for different categories can be collected in parallel. Fig. 1
summarizes our incremental image collection framework for
a category ‘bike’. Initially, we collect images related to the
category from different web-sources. If no image of the category is available beforehand, a set of top ranked images
from a reliable search engine is considered as initial dataset.
During each run of incremental update, we process a small
batch from the collected images. First, we employ a diversity aware sparse representative selection approach to choose
a smaller set of representative images that not only best represents this batch, but also is discriminative to the images
in current dataset. Then, we calculate similarity of each
representative images with the images in dataset. Based
on the similarity score, we employ active learning to decide
whether to label an image manually or not. As collecting
images for one category is independent of others, we ask only
binary questions to annotator. We continuously update the
dataset with new images labeled by the system.

2.1

Diverse Representative Set Selection

The goal of this step is to find an optimal subset of the
current batch of images. In particular, we are trying to
represent the current batch of images by selecting only a
few representative images, which are also dissimilar to the
images in current dataset. Therefore, our natural goal is
to establish a image level sparsity which can be induced by
performing l1 regularization on rows of the sparse coefficient
matrix. By introducing the row sparsity regularizer, the
problem can now be succinctly formulated as
min ||X − XZ||2F
s.t. ||Z||2,1 ≤ τ, ||DT XZ||2F ≤ κ

(1)

Here, X ∈ RB×N is the feature matrix for all images in current batch, where X = {xi ∈ RB , i = 1, · · · , N }. Each xi
represents the feature descriptor of an image in current batch
in B-dimensional feature space. N denotes the number of
N ×N
images in the batch.
is the sparse coefficient maPZ ∈ R
trix and kZk2,1 , N
kz
k
i 2 is the row sparsity regularizer,
i=1
i.e., sum of l2 norms of the rows of Z. τ and κ are trade-off
parameters. D ∈ RB×M is the feature matrix of current
dataset, where D = {dj ∈ RB , j = 1, · · · , M }. M denotes
the number of images of the category in current dataset.
The objective function in Eq. 1 is intuitive: the first constraint i.e., l2,1 regularizer is to induce row level sparsity
in representative selection [8, 11], whereas the second constraint tries to select images that are less correlated with
images in current dataset. Minimization of Eq. 1 leads to a
sparse solution for Z in terms of rows, i.e., the sparse coefficient matrix Z contains few nonzero rows which constitute
the representative set. Optimization of Eq. 1 attempts to
obtain a sparse set of images non-redundant with previously
selected images.
Optimization. Here, we briefly describe the strategy
to solve the convex optimization problem in Eq. 1. Using
Lagrange multipliers, optimization problem in Eq. 1 can be

Image Collection and Feature Extraction

Since the number of returned images from a web search
based on a query is limited, we use a query expansion scheme.
The expansion is done using Google Search and ConceptNet
[27]. We select only synonyms and derived phrases as expanded queries, as these are highly relevant. For example,
given a query ‘Bike’, we expand to queries such as ‘Bicycle’,
‘Ride Bike’, ‘Mountain Bike’ etc. The expanded queries are
used to collect images from different web sources. We filter
out the images having sufficiently low quality, e.g., out-offocus or blurred, too white or black, empty or too small. A
mini batch of images from the remaining collection is processed during each run of incremental update until required
2

written as

3.

1
α
(2)
min kX − XZk2F + λkZk2,1 + ||DT XZ||2F
2
2
where λ and α are trade-off parameters associated with sparsity and diversity regularization. We implement the algorithm using an Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM) optimization framework [3]. We refer the reader
to check [3] for more details on the ADMM. We choose
columns of X corresponding to the nonzero rows of final
Z and denote the feature matrix of the representative set as
Y . Here, Y ∈ RB×K is the feature matrix for all images in
representative set, where Y = {yi ∈ RB , i = 1, · · · , K}. yi
represents the feature descriptor of ith representative sample
in B-dimensional feature space. K denotes the total number
of images in selected representative set.

Experimental Setup. For feature extraction, in all of
the experiments, we use Alexnet-CNN, which is trained on
ImageNet dataset, under the network architecture of [21].
For all the results shown in this paper, we have used the
features extracted from the pre-trained CNN[21] and trained
SVM classifiers. We set all the Lagrangian multipliers λ =
λ0 /µ, where µ > 1 and λ0 is computed from the input
data [11]. For fair comparison, in all the experiments, except
dataset enrichment, we considered no image related to the
concept word is available beforehand. We take advantage of
the high-precision of few top returned images for the query
from Google search by utilizing them as initial dataset.

2.3

3.1

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Constructed Dataset by our Framework

We constructed a dataset using the proposed framework
to verify our approach, which we name as DivNet. We are
continuously adding more categories in this dataset. Now, it
contains images for 550 categories, averaging 1K images per
category. The dataset is publicly available to download in
http://www.ee.ucr.edu/˜amitrc/datasets.php. We crawled
images from Bing, Google and Flickr. The categories are
mainly chosen from ILSVRC2016 object detection and scene
classification challenge [24].
The ratio of human labeling used, compared to the total number of images in the dataset is 11.7%. The average
accuracy of the labels in DivNet is estimated by manually inspecting 5.5K images (10 random images per concept) from
the entire dataset. The average accuracy has been found to
be 97.2%, which is slightly lower than 99.7%, reported in
ImageNet. However, for collecting same number of images
for any category, the manual labeling is about 9 times lower
in our case on average. Fig.2 shows human labeling statistics
of 35 categories from our dataset.

Active Learning for Image Labeling

After we have a diverse representative set Y , the next
goal is to estimate the similarity of each image in Y to the
images in the dataset D. Based on the similarity score,
active learning module will determine images to be labeled.
Our goal here is to find how likely a sample image belongs
to a particular class, given only some examples of the same
class. Specifically, given a sample yi , we compute its sparse
representation ci based on dictionary D.
Then, we select a sample yi as relevant based on how
well the nonzero entries in the estimate ci are associated
with the columns of D. Given the above stated goals, the
optimization problem can be written as,
(3)
min ||Y − DC||2F s.t.||ci ||1 ≤ s
Here, C ∈ R
is the sparse coefficient matrix, where
C = {ci ∈ RM , i = 1, · · · , K}. s is a tradeoff parameter.
In Eq. 3, the constraint, i.e., l1 regularizer is to induce
element wise sparsity in a column. The objective is logical
as any new sample of a category will approximately lie in
the linear span of some samples in dataset associated with
the same category. We require the coefficient matrix C to
be sparse by solving the optimization program in Eq. 3. We
use similar ADMM procedure stated in Sec. 2.2, to solve
this optimization problem.
After calculating C, the similarity score for each image in
representative set is calculated as follows,
M ×K

kyi − Dci k2
(4)
kyi k2
Here, ζi is similarity score of ith sample. kyi − Dci k2 indicates the residual between yi and Dci , which is reconstruction of yi using samples of same category from dataset.
For an instance yi ∈ Y , if the corresponding similarity
score ζi is greater than a threshold δ, we assume that our
system is highly confident about this instance. Hence, we
label the instance yi using the label of the query and add to
the dataset. Number of instances obtained without any human supervision is not fixed and depends on the value of δ,
which we set sufficiently large so that irrelevant instances are
less likely to be added to the dataset. We remove instances,
which have a similarity score ζi smaller than a threshold γ
(say γ = 0.3), as we believe there is high chance of these
examples to be irrelevant. Among the remaining samples,
we choose the instances with lowest similarity score first for
human labeling, as these examples have greater chance to
increase diversity in our dataset. We sequentially choose
maximum b instances like this and request for human annotation. Here, b is our labeling budget per iteration.

Figure 2: Number of labeled images compared to total number of selected images for 35 categories in DivNet.

ζi = 1 −

3.2

Cross-Dataset Generalization

To evaluate the generalization ability of our constructed
dataset, we compare the dataset with two popular handlabeled image datasets, e.g., VOC2012 [13] and ImageNet[24].
We select all twenty categories from VOC2012 dataset [13]
for this experiment. We collect images from all three datasets
for these categories and train classifiers. The result for different training and testing data combinations is shown in
Fig. 3. Training and testing on the same dataset provides
the best performance most of the times for a fixed number
of samples. However, training with DivNet shows the best
generalization among datasets, as the average cross dataset
performance drop (e.g. training and testing on VOC, compared to training on ours and testing on VOC) is minimum.
Initially with few training samples, the performance of DivNet is lower as it has very few manually labeled samples.
However, as we continuously select more diverse images to be
labeled by our system, the performance improves at a higher
3
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Figure 3: Cross dataset performance of classifier trained on different datasets with different number of samples per category.
with initial dataset images and also with enriched dataset
images. The result in Fig. 5 shows that the performance of
classifier improves after enriching dataset with our framework. Hence, our method is suitable for extending existing
image collections with discriminative examples.

rate. We can compare the performance of the datasets at
the point of 1500 training samples (since state of the art ImageNet has on average 1500 images per category) and see the
generalization ability of DivNet is better. The comparison
at the same number of training samples shows the crossdataset generalization ability of DivNet. Moreover, DivNet
can achieve even better generalization performance because
of its ability to scale up with limited labeling effort.

3.3

Figure
5:
Change
in
image classifier
performance
after enriching
datasets with
our framework.

Diversity

In order to illustrate the diversity of images in our collected dataset, we follow [10, 7], which computes the average image of each category and measure lossless JPG file
size which reflects the amount of information in an image. A
diverse image set should result in a blurrier average image,
and the JPG file size of average image should be smaller.
We resize all images to 256X256, and create average images
for each category from all images of the category. Fig. 4
shows the average images and the corresponding JPG image size comparison of four categories: person, dog, monitor
and airoplane. The average image of DivNet is blurrier and
hard to recognize out the object, while the average image
of Caltech-256 [16] is more structured and sharper. DivNet
has slightly smaller JPG file size than ImageNet, but significantly smaller than Caltech-256. This phenomenon is
common for almost all of the categories. For randomly selected 10 categories, the average lossless JPG size has been
found to be 2.3 KB in DivNet, 2.5 KB in ImageNet and 3.9
KB in Caltech-256.

3.5

Different from static dataset construction, our method can
be used to dynamically update datasets. One can collect images based on desired dataset size and labeling budget. Such
property makes sense as one user may be interested in collecting more image for a category, compared to others. It is
also likely that a user may want to spend more time labeling
images from some particular category than other categories.
We investigate the scalability in labeling by collecting fixed
number of images with different labeling budget. The accuracy of the classifier per category increases by 3.2% on
average initially, as we increase labeling budget by 25. However, the performance improvement usually saturates after
labeling around 100-200 examples(the actual number varies
by category).

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised framework
for collecting images from web, which is suitable for dataset
construction, or enriching existing datasets with discriminative examples. Our system provides flexibility that permits
us to filter out irrelevant images and obtain a reliable set of
diverse images based on resource and labeling budget available, so that a high-precision large-scale image classifier can
be trained. The experimental results demonstrate that our
approach is not only useful in reducing the manual annotation efforts, but also successful in collecting images with
high precision and diversity, and robust image classifiers can
be trained from these images. Future works will investigate domain-adaptation techniques and other image metadata available on the web to further improve the dataset
construction framework in terms of budget and quality.

Figure 4: Average images of DivNet, ImageNet and Caltech256 for four categories. Left chart shows the lossless JPG
file sizes of average images in Bytes.

3.4

Scalability

Dataset Enrichment

To evaluate the performance of our approach in dataset
enrichment, we enrich ImageNet, VOC2012 and Caltech-256
by our method. For this experiment, we pick eight categories
that are common in these datasets: airplane, bike, bird, car,
dog, horse, monitor and person. For each category, we start
our dataset construction method with images from a particular dataset as initial dataset and collect 1000 more images
using our framework automatically with no labeling (Enrich
Dataset-Auto) and also with a labeling budget of 50 (Enrich
Dataset-50). We train image classifier on these categories
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